Diary
A train journey to somewhere new -
What will it be like?
Who will you meet?
What will you see on the journey - what flashes by your window?

Mixed up animal
Choose to ‘mix’ 2 animals to make a hybrid using
What characteristics does your animal have?
Write about an adventure you have with it

Description of the ‘bedroom under the stairs’ - what it feels like;
- what special possessions are needed or wanted

Description - part of a story.
Enter the Forbidden forest - why are you entering a place that is forbidden? What do you encounter? What do you feel? Draw a map of the forest

Persuasive
Your animal has been banned from school - what has he done? How can you persuade the school to let him stay?

Design book covers for the written activities
What are the main themes of the writing?
Computer design or drawing?
Discuss ‘blurbs’ and how they attract readers - write one of their own

‘Amazing creatures’
Years 3&4, 5&6
Term 5
writing based on the visit to ‘Harry Potter’ world

Create an animation on computer or tablet
- write a script
- create scenery
- create models for characters

Directions
for setting up a short TV production. Organise hair, make-up, costumes
Who will be in filming crew, eg. Director? Continuity? Sound effects?

‘Enter the Forbidden forest - why are you entering a place that is forbidden? What do you encounter? What do you feel? Draw a map of the forest’